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CiteAb for researchers and suppliers: How
identifying product citations from
publications can help accelerate science
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Abstract. The monumental waste of time and money when the incorrect reagent is purchased is a prevalent problem in life
science research. CiteAb is an innovative technology company that has developed unique data collection technology to identify
product citations from the scientific literature in order to solve this problem. Citation data powers a search engine which ranks
products by citation count. This provides researchers with a simple, unbiased and reliable method to identify the best reagent
for their experiment. CiteAb then saw an opportunity to provide citation-based data products to reagent suppliers and financial
companies to maximise their business performance, reach and impact. CiteAb technology is estimated to have saved the life
science industry $10 billion, ultimately helping accelerate science. This success has driven sustained revenue growth with no
external investment. This article will give an overview of CiteAb’s technology, products, impact and future directions, including
the potential for partnerships with publishers.
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1. The problem with finding the right research reagent

Research antibodies are invaluable tools for life scientists in their research and are used in a variety of
applications, many of which are common and important detection methods in the laboratory.

There are over six million antibodies from 250 suppliers to evaluate, and over $1 billion is spent on
research antibodies annually. When selecting an antibody from this vast quantity there are many factors
to consider, including, but not limited to, cross species reactivity, validation and application [1]. The
difficulty in selecting the right antibody has contributed to the reproducibility crisis in the life science
industry, as well as a massive waste in time and money in research globally [2]. It is worth noting that in
contrast to research antibodies, therapeutic antibodies are very well regulated and all available antibodies
have been through strict controls involving manufacturer and clinical trials.

An overview of CiteAb (https://www.citeab.com/) was provided at the DotComms session at the APE
2022 conference. This paper will summarise the presentation, covering: the purpose and methodology
of collecting product citations to tackle the problem of finding the right research reagent, the impact on
researchers and suppliers, insights into the team and company growth, and future directions.
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Fig. 1. CiteAb data collection pipeline.

2. Identification of product citations

CiteAb’s innovative data collection technology combines proprietary text mining technology with
extensive human reviewing to identify and understand reagent information from scientific publications
(Fig. 1.). This technology started development within the University of Bath. It was then further developed
and refined over more than eight years by CiteAb computer scientists and those at its sister technology
company, Storm Consultancy.

CiteAb’s unique approach produces highly valuable, structured data of the highest quality, based on
independent benchmarking [3]. CiteAb has now collected over 3.8 million individual product citations.
This data is used to help researchers and suppliers accelerate science.

3. The CiteAb search for researchers

Reagent data collected is used to power the CiteAb search, which ranks products by citations
(Fig. 2.). This has fundamentally changed the way researchers find the most appropriate reagent for
their experiments. Examining the literature for information on reagents of interest is now a commonly
suggested method for those in the purchasing process, supported by the European Monoclonal Antibodies
Network [4].

In the search, users are able to click through to product pages to findmore information about the product
and evaluate it further. Further details include validation information and published images in which the
product has been used. The search tool also clearly identifies the relevant supplier so users can click
through and buy the product, or get in touch with the supplier concerning any further questions (Fig. 3.).

The CiteAb search tool is easily distinguishable from commercial reagent listing sites because nobody
can pay to be more highly ranked. Overall, this provides a transparent, impartial and simple method for
researchers to find the best reagent for their work.

CiteAb gradually expanded to collect data on biochemicals, kits, cell lines, proteins and equipment in
response to researcher feedback and requests. This data was integrated into the search tool in order to help
a wider range of researchers.

The search enables tens of thousands of researchers eachmonth to spendmore time and resources on life
saving research. The tool is used globally, serving researchers from hundreds of the world’s top academic
institutions, all 100 of the largest pharmaceutical companies and a variety of smaller biotechnology
companies.
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Fig. 2. Example of search in use with functional aspects highlighted.

4. Reagent data generating a commercial return

CiteAb has four main products with their foundations in the same underlying, high quality data: citation
provision, published images, product listing and market data. The versatility and quality of the data
products has driven CiteAb success, with a 40% revenue growth in 2021 and an average growth of ∼30%
each year, without taking on additional investment.

Citations and images are used on suppliers’ websites to demonstrate product use and help drive sales.
They can be provided as a widget, which provides real time citation updates, or via an API or excel
file. Annotation is carried out at the level required by the company and can include information such as
application or validation method.

The CiteAb listing service enables suppliers to maximise exposure of their products to the hundreds of
thousands of researchers who use the search tool every year. Suppliers can also list on the custom listing
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Fig. 3. Product page format, including the supplier click through button and available characterisation information.
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Fig. 4. Antibody supplier share (for the top ten suppliers) in 2020, demonstrating insights that can be provided to reagent suppliers
from CiteAb citation data [6].

page to increase awareness of custom antibody production, peptide synthesis, histology services and cell
line generation.

CiteAb market data can be used to inform strategy, product development and marketing. This data
provides unparalleled insights into global reagent use for suppliers (Fig. 4.), and is some of the most used
strategic data in these world-leading companies. It can enable suppliers to benchmark their performance,
spot opportunities, and even help in making investment decisions.

The research antibody market is estimated to be worth around $2.7 billion alone [5]. By using data to
help navigate this vast market, both large and small suppliers are able to maximise their global impact,
reach and business performance - ultimately helping them, and CiteAb, to increase the speed of scientific
progress.

5. Future directions and partnerships

CiteAb have exciting plans to increase impact in the research reagent sector. For instance, expanding
data collection into pre-prints in 2022 will give an earlier view of citations to help suppliers and
researchers.

CiteAb is also growing the team year on year. The team, in turn, are developing the technology,
expanding product offerings and managing company communications. Product managers come with a
background in the health sciences and developers with expertise in computer science, including machine
learning. The company is led by three co-founders with extensive knowledge and experience in life science
research, commercial and operations and computer science.

Additionally, given CiteAb’s position at the border of publishing and health science, work is being
undertaken to forge partnerships with publishers. There is a broad scope for working together; partnerships
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may open up novel, currently untapped, income streams for publishers. Partnerships may also involve
access to novel data that can be used in areas such as annotation of publications or informing commercial
activities. Through these partnerships, the aim is to enable publishers and CiteAb to more effectively help
researchers.

CiteAb sees the potential for citation data to help an even greater number of companies and individuals
in the life science space, and will continue to work to achieve this.
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